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Abstract
Background Agricultural production is often limited by
low phosphorus (P) availability. In developing countries,
which have limited access to P fertiliser, there is a need to
develop plants that are more efficient at low soil P. In
fertilised and intensive systems, P-efficient plants are
required to minimise inefficient use of P-inputs and to
reduce potential for loss of P to the environment.
Scope Three strategies by which plants and microorganisms may improve P-use efficiency are out-

lined: (i) Root-foraging strategies that improve P
acquisition by lowering the critical P requirement
of plant growth and allowing agriculture to operate
at lower levels of soil P; (ii) P-mining strategies to
enhance the desorption, solubilisation or mineralisation of P from sparingly-available sources in soil
using root exudates (organic anions, phosphatases),
and (iii) improving internal P-utilisation efficiency
through the use of plants that yield more per unit
of P uptake.
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Conclusions We critically review evidence that more
P-efficient plants can be developed by modifying root
growth and architecture, through manipulation of root
exudates or by managing plant-microbial associations
such as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi and microbial
inoculants. Opportunities to develop P-efficient plants
through breeding or genetic modification are described and issues that may limit success including
potential trade-offs and trait interactions are discussed. Whilst demonstrable progress has been made
by selecting plants for root morphological traits, the
potential for manipulating root physiological traits or
selecting plants for low internal P concentration has
yet to be realised.
Keywords Carboxylate . Inoculant . Mineralisation .
Mycorrhizas . Organic anion . Phosphatase .
Rhizosphere . Roots . Solubilisation

Introduction
Low phosphorus (P) availability limits plant growth
on many soils across the world and is a common
constraint to agricultural productivity, particularly in
developing countries where access to P fertilisers is
restricted (Lynch 2007). P fertilisers, derived predominantly from rock phosphate, are used in intensive
agricultural systems to overcome soil P deficiency
and thus make a significant contribution to current
global food production and security. However, rock
phosphate reserves are a finite, non renewable
resource and there is renewed concern for more
sustainable and equitable use of P resources in
agriculture and need to improve the efficiency with
which P fertilisers are used in different agricultural
systems (Bouwman et al. 2009; Cordell et al. 2009;
Van Kauwenbergh 2010).
Where fertilisers are used, ideal P-balance efficiency (i.e. defined as Poutput over Pinput ×100; Weaver and
Wong 2011) occurs when P fertiliser inputs are
approximately equal to P export in products (Helyar
1998; Syers et al. 2008). However, high P-balance
efficiency is often only achieved in low input, low
production farming systems (e.g. McIvor et al. 2011;
Burkitt et al. 2007), or in productive agriculture on
soils that have intrinsically low P-buffering capacity
(e.g. sands), or where P-buffering capacity is low
because sorption sites for P are close to saturation and
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soil P fertility is relatively high (e.g. Syers et al.
2008). Elsewhere P-balance efficiency can be relatively low which contributes to an inefficient use of P.
For example, in the intensive agricultural zone of
southern Australia, low efficiency of P-use is illustrated by a P-balance efficiency of about 20% for
grazing systems and 50% for cropping systems
(McLaughlin et al. 1992; Weaver and Wong 2011).
There is a number of agronomic strategies that can
contribute to more efficient use of P fertilisers on
farms (McLaughlin et al. 2011; Simpson et al. 2011).
Plants that are more productive in soils with low plant
available P concentrations, either as a result of
improved foraging for P in soil or by extracting P
from sparingly-available sources, also have an important role to play as their use can reduce the
accumulations of P that occur in moderate to high
P-sorbing soils. In fertilised agricultural systems,
accumulation of P in sparingly-available inorganic
and organic P pools is a major contributor to the
inefficient use of P for soils that have moderate to
high P-sorption capacity, whereas in soils with low P
retention, losses due to P leaching can contribute to
inefficient P-use (Simpson et al. 2011).
In many developing countries, P fertiliser application is low because it is a relatively expensive input
(World Bank 2004), and there is a clear need to
develop farming systems that can produce more with
limited P availability (Lynch 2007). Productive, Pefficient plants are not in themselves a sustainable
solution to these problems and they will not negate
the ultimate need for P fertiliser inputs and/or
recycling of P from waste streams to replace P
exports (Sánchez 2010). However, more P-efficient
plants provide opportunity for initial gains in crop
productivity to be achieved that may subsequently
assist access to fertiliser (Lynch 2007) and will also
address the inefficiencies in P-balance that commonly
occur where P fertilisers are used (Weaver and Wong
2011; Simpson et al. 2011). In this paper we review
plant- and microbial-based strategies that have potential to improve the efficiency of P-use in agricultural
systems.
Plant and microbial strategies
There are three potential strategies by which plants
and microorganisms might be used to increase
production in low P soil or to reduce the amount of
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P fertiliser needed to maximise production (as
summarised in Fig. 1):
(i) ‘Root foraging strategies’ that improve acquisition of soil P, support higher yields in low P soil
and thus lower the critical P requirement for plant
growth. This enables fertilised agriculture to be
operated at lower plant available P concentrations
and this, in turn, can slow the rate at which P
accumulates in moderate to high P-sorbing soils
(Simpson et al. 2011).
(ii) Soil P ‘mining strategies’ that enhance the
desorption, solubilisation or mineralisation of P
from sparingly-available pools (e.g. Lambers et
al. 2008; 2010) and slowly mineralising or
resistant organic P pools in soil (Richardson et
al. 2005). Mining P from agricultural soils is not,
in itself, sustainable. However, the objective of
this strategy is to increase the turnover of P in
sparingly-available P pools and thus to also slow
the net accumulation of P that occurs when
moderate to high P-sorbing soils are fertilised.
(iii) Plants with improved ‘internal P-utilisation
efficiency’ (i.e. more plant yield per unit of P
uptake) could directly reduce the amount of P
Fig. 1 Schematic
representation of root and
shoot phenotypes that are
associated with adaptation
of plants to low soil
phosphorus (modified from
Lynch 2007)
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fertiliser required for agricultural production.
Internal P efficiency is employed to extreme
levels in slow-growing species adapted to low P
landscapes (Lambers et al. 2010), but is also
found in some of the plant species used in
agriculture (e.g. Hill et al. 2005).
In agricultural systems where it is desirable to
maintain soil P fertility, the ‘foraging’ and ‘mining’
strategies can help to reduce the amount of P that
must be applied to sustain production by limiting the
accumulation of P in soil (Simpson et al. 2011).
However, when these avenues for improving efficiency
are exhausted, or when the P-balance efficiency (i.e. P
exported in products as a proportion of P inputs to the
soil) of an agricultural system approaches unity (i.e.
100%), reductions in the amount of P needed to sustain
agriculture achieved by yielding more per unit of P
uptake, or by lowering the P concentration of the
products exported from a farm, are the only avenues
for P-efficiency improvement.
Plants employing any of the above strategies are
expected to utilise fertiliser and soil P relatively
efficiently, irrespective of whether soil P fertility is
being increased or maintained by P fertiliser applica-
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tions (Simpson et al. 2011), and will also yield
relatively well in low P farming systems (Lynch
2007; Horst et al. 2001). The strategies are potentially
independent and may provide additive benefits if coexisting in a single plant, but as discussed in this
review there is also potential for trait interactions and
tradeoffs.

Foraging for phosphorus through altered root
morphology and architecture
Topsoil foraging
Availability of P for plants and microorganisms is
typically greatest in the topsoil, so root traits that
enhance topsoil foraging enhance P acquisition (Lynch
and Brown 2001). Substantial differences exist for
topsoil foraging within and among plant species. Root
architectural traits associated with enhanced topsoil
foraging include shallower growth angles of axial
roots, enhanced adventitious rooting, and greater
dispersion of lateral roots (Fig. 1; Lynch 2007).
In maize (Zea mays L.), bean (Phaseolus vulgaris
L.), and soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr) shallower
growth angles of axial roots (basal roots in legumes,
seminal and crown roots in maize) result in greater
topsoil foraging and thereby P acquisition. Variation
in root growth angle (RGA) among closely related
genotypes is associated with up to 600% increase in P
acquisition and 300% increase in yield in bean
(Fig. 2; Bonser et al. 1996; Liao et al. 2001) and
100% increase in P acquisition in maize (Zhu et al.
2005b). Similarly in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.),
higher root length density in upper soil layers was the
most important root trait for improved P uptake in
collections screened by Manske et al. (2000) and was
positively correlated with P-uptake efficiency in
response to application of P fertiliser. Quantitative
trait loci (QTL) controlling RGA have been identified
in bean, which co-segregate with yield under P stress
in the field (Liao et al. 2004). Moreover, root angle
can be phenotyped in young seedlings of bean or
soybean under laboratory conditions, and can be
phenotyped with more mature plants in the field by
excavating root systems (‘shovelomics’; Trachsel et
al. 2011).
In bean, basal roots appear in distinct nodes or
‘whorls’ which influence RGA. Basal root whorl

Fig. 2 Relationship between (a) plant phosphorus uptake and
root shallowness (length of basal roots in surface soil) and (b)
relative seed yield (expressed as yield in low P soil relative to
high-P soil) and root architecture based on root growth angle
for common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) genotypes grown in
low P soil (from Bonser et al. 1996 and Liao et al. 2001)

number (BRWN) varies among genotypes from one
(representing four potential basal roots, since bean has
a tetrach xylem anatomy) to four (corresponding to 16
potential basal roots). Topmost whorls produce shallower basal RGA, and lower whorls produce progressively steeper basal RGA, so that genotypes with
greater BRWN have a greater vertical range of soil
exploration, and can have 100% greater P acquisition
than low BRWN genotypes (Miguel 2011). BRWN is
easily phenotyped in seedlings and is under strong
genetic control, with 3 QTL explaining 58% of
phenotypic variance in bean (Miguel 2011). Direct
phenotypic selection for RGA has been successfully
used in bean breeding for low fertility soils of Africa
and South America, and soybean breeding in China
(Lynch 2007). BRWN is now being used as a
selection criterion and as an introgression trait for
bean breeding in Africa.
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In many dicot crops, adventitious roots emerge
from the subterranean portion of the hypocotyl and
grow horizontally through the topsoil. Substantial
genetic variation for adventitious rooting is present
among bean genotypes, which was associated with
growth and P acquisition in a low P soil in the tropics
(Miller et al. 2003; Ochoa et al. 2006). In bean,
adventitious roots have greater specific root length,
lower tissue construction cost, more aerenchyma, and
less lateral branching than axial roots (Miller et al.
2003). These traits are advantageous by reducing the
metabolic costs of soil exploration (Lynch and Ho,
2005). SimRoot modelling (Lynch et al. 1997) indicates
that excessive adventitious rooting may however be
counterproductive for plant P acquisition by diverting
resources from lateral branches of basal roots, thereby
decreasing total soil exploration (Walk et al. 2006). In
bean adventitious rooting appears to have complex
genetic control, with 19 QTL accounting for 19 to 61%
of phenotypic variation in the field (Ochoa et al. 2006).
Whilst these QTL may have some application for
marker assisted selection, adventitious rooting can also
be phenotyped directly in the field by excavating roots.
Low P availability changes the distribution of
growth among various root types. In bean and maize,
growth of axial roots is maintained under low P, while
initiation of lateral roots is reduced, so that lateral root
density declines (Borch et al. 1999; Mollier and
Pellerin 1999). The maintenance of axial root elongation could be interpreted as exploratory behaviour,
allowing these roots to grow until they encounter
localised patches of higher P availability, where lateral
roots may proliferate (Robinson 2005). Maize genotypes with increased or sustained lateral rooting under
P-deficiency had up to 100% greater P accumulation
and relative growth rate than closely related genotypes with less lateral branching (Zhu and Lynch
2004). Lateral branching is under complex genetic
control in maize, where 15 relatively small effect QTL
have been identified (Zhu et al. 2005a). It is
noteworthy that the plasticity of lateral rooting in
response to P supply is itself under genetic control,
indicating that plasticity is a potential selection
criterion in crop breeding (Zhu et al. 2005a).
Root hairs
Root hairs are important for the acquisition of poorly
mobile nutrients such as orthophosphate (Clarkson
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1985; Jungk 2001; Peterson and Farquhar 1996).
Several lines of evidence indicate that root hairs
contribute to P acquisition, including mathematical
modelling (Bouldin 1961), indirect evidence from
autoradiography (Bhat and Nye 1974; Lewis and
Quirk 1967), direct evidence for orthophosphate
uptake by root hairs (Gahoonia and Nielsen 1998),
physiological analysis of root hair mutants (Bates and
Lynch 2000b; Bates and Lynch 2000c; Gahoonia and
Nielsen 2003) and comparison of species and genotypes that have contrasting root hair length and
density (Fig. 3; Miguel 2004; Gahoonia et al. 1999;
Gahoonia and Nielsen 1997, 2004; Itoh and Barber
1983). The hyphae of arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM)
fungi fulfill some of the same functions as root hairs
with respect to P acquisition in plant species
colonised by AM fungi (e.g. Jakobsen et al. 2005b)
and have an especially large influence on P uptake in
varieties with short root hairs (e.g. Schweiger et al.
1995; Miguel 2004). However, P acquisition is often
improved by selecting for long root hairs (Fig. 3) even
when roots are colonised by AM fungi (Miguel 2004;
Wang et al. 2004; Yan et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2010b).
Root hairs are attractive targets for crop breeding
programs because there is large genotypic variation in
root hair length and density, substantial effect of this
variation on P acquisition, relatively simple genetic
control, and opportunities for direct phenotypic
selection (Gahoonia and Nielsen 2004; Lynch 2007).
Genotypic variation in root hair length and density in
maize and common bean is controlled by several
major QTL (Yan et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2005c),
suggesting that this trait could be selected using
marker assisted breeding. In addition, allocation of
carbon to growth of root hairs is considered to
represent a relatively minor metabolic cost to plants
in order to achieve greater P efficiency (Bates and
Lynch 2000a; Bates and Lynch 2000b; Ma et al.
2001a).
Reducing the metabolic costs of soil exploration
Root metabolic costs are an important component of
plant growth under low P-availability (Lynch and Ho
2005). Variation for root costs is associated with P
acquisition among closely related genotypes of maize
and bean (Lynch and St Clair 2004; Nielsen et al.
2001; Nielsen et al. 1998; Zhu and Lynch 2004; Zhu
et al. 2005b; Zhu et al. 2010a). Various root traits
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Fig. 3 a. Effect of variation in root hair length on shoot
phosphorus content of common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.)
genotypes. Plants were grown for 35 days in low P soil in the
field in Costa Rica. Each point is the mean of 4 replicates of
one genotype; the set of genotypes are six recombinant inbred

could alter the relationship of root growth and cost.
Root architecture alters the carbon cost of soil
exploration by regulating the extent of root competition within and among root systems (Ge et al. 2000;
Rubio et al. 2003; Rubio et al. 2001). As indicated
above, morphological traits such as root hairs enhance
P acquisition at minimal carbon cost. Biomass
allocation to root classes that are less metabolically
demanding per unit of P acquisition, notably adventitious roots, may also reduce overall root system cost
(Miller et al. 2003). Recent research indicates that
anatomical traits such as root cortical aerenchyma
(RCA; e.g. Fig. 4a) and delayed secondary development (root etiolation; e.g. Fig. 6a) are important for P
acquisition by regulating root costs.
Although most research on RCA has focused on its
importance in hypoxia, RCA can also be induced by
deficiency of nitrogen (N), sulfur (S) or P (Bouranis
et al. 2003; Drew et al. 1989; Fan et al. 2003;
Konings and Verschuren 1980). RCA may be useful
under nutrient stress by converting living cortical
tissue to air space, thereby reducing the nutrient and
carbon costs of root tissue while maintaining surface
area for nutrient uptake (Fan et al. 2003; Lynch and
Brown 1998; Zhu et al. 2010b). Genotypes of maize
and bean vary in RCA formation, which in maize is
strongly related to root P content and respiration, and
root growth maintenance in low P soil (Fig. 4b; Fan et
al. 2003). Genotypic variation in RCA formation was
associated with deeper rooting, better plant water
status, and 800% variation in yield under drought
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lines having long or short root hairs (from Miguel 2004). b.
Correlation between shoot P uptake and root hair length of
barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) genotypes grown in a low P field
soil (from Gahoonia and Nielsen 2004)

Fig. 4 a. Examples of genotypic variation in root cortical
aerenchyma (RCA) formation in maize (Zea mays L.). b.
Maintenance of root growth in a low P field soil as related to
RCA formation in unrelated maize genotypes. Root weights of
low P plants (LP) are expressed as the proportion of
corresponding high-P (HP) roots and are plotted against
percentage root porosity for plants grown at low P. Each point
is the mean of 4 replicates (JM Zhu, SM Kaeppler and JP
Lynch, unpublished)
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stress in the field (Zhu et al. 2010b). SimRoot
modelling indicates that RCA could account for up
to 70% increased growth under P stress in maize and
14% in bean (Fig. 5; Postma and Lynch 2011). QTL
have been identified controlling RCA formation in
maize with potential application in breeding programs
to enhance flooding tolerance in maize and other
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grains (Mano et al. 2007; Ray et al. 1999; Setter and
Waters 2003).
Dicots have secondary root growth which results in
expansion of root diameter over time. Bean roots
under P stress show reduced secondary development
and therefore reduced root expansion in favour of
continued root elongation, a process called ‘root
etiolation’ by analogy with shoot response to low
light intensity (Fig. 6a; Eshel et al. 1995; Fan et al.
2003; Lynch 2007; Lynch and Brown 2006). Bean
genotypes vary in this response which is related to
root metabolic costs and soil exploration (Morrow de
la Riva 2010). SimRoot modelling indicates that
genetic variation for this trait in bean may account
for a 38% increase in shoot growth over the first
40 days of growth under low P (Fig. 6b). It is possible
that this trait has been subject to indirect selection in
bean breeding for low P environments (Beebe et al.
2006).
Arbuscular mycorrhizal symbioses
Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) symbioses are widespread in the plant kingdom and contribute significantly to plant P nutrition and growth in natural
ecosystems (Smith and Read 2008). AM fungi
colonise most agricultural species (exceptions include
Brassica spp., and Lupinus spp.) and have an
important role in the P nutrition of many farming
systems worldwide, especially on soils with low
available P (e.g. Thompson 1987). However, advantages in increased P-uptake and growth over comparative, non-mycorrhizal plants at low P, diminish with
increasing soil P availability. There is often little
growth advantage at soil P levels necessary for near
maximum plant growth rates in intensive agricultural
systems (e.g. Thomson et al. 1986; Schweiger et al.
1995). In some instances, growth rates of AM plants
are less at high soil P than those of comparative nonmycorrhizal plants (Johnson et al. 1997).

Fig. 5 Relative respiratory and phosphorus benefit on shoot
growth (40 days after germination) predicted for (a) common
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.), and (b) maize (Zea mays L.) at
differing levels of soil P availability, as a result of forming root
cortical aerenchyma (RCA) (from Postma and Lynch 2011).
Data are from SimRoot simulations and relative benefit was
calculated as shoot yield achieved with RCA relative to shoot
yield without RCA. The sizes of the RCA were assumed to be
39.3% and 26.8% of root cross-sectional area for maize and
bean, respectively (Fan et al. 2003)

Phosphorus-uptake responses of mycorrhizal plants
Many studies in which soil P pools have been labeled
(e.g. with 32P or 33P) provide strong evidence that
AM- and non-mycorrhizal plants take up P from the
same soil sources (Bolan 1991; Yao et al. 2001).
However, AM fungal hyphae extend further from
roots than root hairs (centimetres compared with
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Fig. 6 a. Cross section of common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris
L.) basal roots grown for 6 weeks with low (1 μM) or high
(1 mM) phosphorus, showing reduced secondary growth under
low P (root etiolation). Root sections shown are from

equivalent positions on roots of the same age. b. Effect of root
etiolation on bean growth for 40 days after germination under
low P, as simulated in SimRoot (JP Lynch, unpublished)

millimetres; Smith and Read 2008), and are also
active in the more mature regions of the root. Hence,
the larger soil volume that can be exploited by AM
plants is considered to be the reason when greater P
uptake is achieved in low P soil. Advantages of AM
symbiosis over the non-mycorrhizal state of the same
plant genotype are inextricably associated with root
architecture, in that plants with extensive, branched
root systems, very fine roots and long root hairs tend
to show relatively low improvement in growth when
they are mycorrhizal, even in low P soils (Schweiger
et al. 1995; Miguel 2004). It is clear that AM fungi
play a role similar to root hairs in P acquisition and
can compensate wholly or partly when root hairs are
short, as shown with beans (Miguel 2004), pasture
legumes (Caradus 1981; Schweiger et al. 1995), and a
‘bald-root’ barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) mutant
(Jakobsen et al. 2005a). Because of the extent of
external AM fungal hyphae over centimetres combined with their relatively small diameter and thus
ability to effectively explore soil, it is not obvious
why positive AM growth responses can be entirely
lacking. Possible physiological explanations are discussed later. It may also be relevant that nonmycorrhizal controls in experiments can have higher
root hair frequency and length compared with the AM
plants and also increased branching (e.g. Kothari et al.
1990; Hetrick 1991).

The decline in positive AM fungal growth
responses with increasing plant available soil P varies
greatly among plant genotypes (e.g. Baon et al. 1993;
barley cultivars; Hetrick et al. 1996; wheat cultivars)
and also fungal genotypes (e.g. Thomson et al. 1986).
The proportion of root length that is colonised by AM
fungi also tends to decrease with increasing soil P, and
this is often taken to mean that the plant is suppressing the AM symbiosis. However, total colonisation
per plant may not decrease until soil P levels are very
high and it is likely that the decline in percent
colonization of roots that is often observed at
intermediate P levels (e.g. Ryan et al. 2000) is a
consequence of roots growing faster than the rate at
which they can be colonised by the AM fungi
(Thomson et al. 1986; Smith and Smith 2011).
Although there are some clear examples where crops
have grown poorly when AM fungal propagules were
depleted (e.g. after long fallow periods in a subtropical wheat system, Thompson 1987, 1991), AM
symbioses have a mixed reputation worldwide as a
means of improving crop growth, particularly under
high soil P conditions. The reason for this is the lack
of obvious nutritional benefits to the crop, or a
perceived ‘parasitic’ effect that constrains crop yield
under high soil P conditions. Consequently, it has
been suggested that there may be benefits to production by managing crop rotations to reduce AM fungal
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colonisation or by breeding plants for less colonisation (Ryan and Graham 2002; Ryan et al. 2005).
However, recent experiments using labelled-P supplied
to external hyphae of AM fungi in a compartment
unavailable to roots have shown that the AM-path for P
uptake operates in wheat, barley and other plants with
no or negative AM fungal growth responses, as it does
in plants showing positive growth responses to AM
colonisation (Smith et al. 2011). In such plants, the root
epidermal (direct-path) for P uptake is suppressed (e.g.
Li et al. 2006). A similar approach has been used to
demonstrate qualitatively that the AM pathway operates in wheat in the field (Schweiger and Jakobsen
1999). The physiological measurement of the operation
of the AM path for P uptake is complemented by the
expression of AM-inducible phosphate transporters in
roots, again irrespective of size or direction of the
growth response to AM fungal colonisation (Glassop et
al. 2005; Javot et al. 2007; Grace et al. 2009).
Accordingly, the physiological basis for AM fungal
‘parasitism’ is being reassessed (Smith and Smith
2011; Smith et al. 2011).
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the P nutrition of AM plants. Growth depressions
associated with AM fungal colonisation are conventionally considered to be a consequence of the carbon
cost of supporting the AM fungal symbiosis. However,
growth depressions can occur when colonisation of
roots and external hyphal length density are very low.
Under these conditions the carbon cost of the AM
symbiosis is expected to be low also, so the growth
depressions may be associated with inhibition of the
plant P-uptake pathway (Li et al. 2008).
It is presently unclear why P uptake by the plantand AM fungal-paths are not additive, giving a
positive AM growth response in every case where
roots are colonised. Resolution of this dilemma
requires knowledge of the molecular processes involved in the regulation of P-uptake in AM plants and
may provide the insight required to harness the
potential soil foraging benefits of AM fungi for
plants, and in agronomic circumstances, where Puptake benefits are not currently realised. However,
disentangling the combined role of plant and AM
genotypes, soil chemistry and other environmental
factors remains a formidable challenge.

Mycorrhizas are inevitably involved in the phosphorus
nutrition of many agricultural plants
Colonisation of roots by AM fungi is the rule rather
than the exception for most agricultural plants, even
though levels of colonisation can vary greatly,
depending on farming practice and environmental
conditions. Because plant P nutrition can be improved
by altering root architecture, morphology or root hair
length and density, and the root system is the scaffold
for AM fungal colonisation, it is expected that
changes to root architecture will also alter the
influence of the AM fungi that colonise the roots.
Less well understood, however, is how much root
architecture itself is altered by AM fungal colonisation, apart from the few cases noted above. The
ubiquitous nature of colonisation of roots and the
impact that this has on the path by which orthophosphate is taken up (i.e. AM- or direct-path), suggests
that AM fungi are inevitably involved in the P
nutrition of AM-colonised plants even when a
positive growth response to colonisation cannot be
demonstrated. The realisation that the symbiotic
interaction can result in suppression of the directpath (via plant root or root hairs) for P uptake may
provide clues to some of the less intuitive aspects of

Enhancing the desorption or mobilisation
of phosphorus from sparingly-available pools in soil
Specialist root structures and exudation of organic
anions (carboxylates) by roots
In soils with extremely low available P (e.g., many
Australian soils under native vegetation) clustering of
rootlets with abundant root hairs is a prominent root
specialisation (Lambers et al. 2010). Proteaceae and a
number of phylogenetically unrelated species have
proteoid (cluster) roots, while dauciform and capillaroid roots are found in Cyperaceae and Restionaceae,
respectively (Lambers et al. 2006). The concentration
of rootlets or root hairs in small soil volumes, rather
than exploring larger soil volumes, is clearly not the
optimal morphology for scavenging low concentrations of diffusely available P. Instead, the cluster root
morphology is consistent with a mining strategy
(Lambers et al. 2006). Species with cluster roots are
particularly abundant on severely weathered soils
where recycling of P from aboveground litter and
belowground root turnover is virtually the only source
of P, and on highly weathered and strongly P-sorbing
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soils that have reasonable amounts of total P, but
where it is not available to plants that do not have a
specialised mechanism to mobilise the P (Lambers et
al. 2006). Root clusters are positioned in soil horizons
or patches that have above-average total P but low
levels of plant available P (e.g. Pate et al. 2001,
Lambers et al. 2011), are rich in organic matter, or
occur under decomposing litter (Lamont 1973). It is
widely recognised that these roots are effective for
capturing P that is mobilised from sparingly-available
soil P. The root clusters alter soil chemistry by release
of root exudates, including organic anions (mono-, diand tricarboxylates), enzymes, phenolic acids and
protons, with organic anion exudation usually
regarded as the primary factor in the mobilisation of
sparingly-available P.
While cluster roots, dauciform roots and capillaroid roots are most abundant in Proteaceae, Cyperaceae and Restionaceae on severely P-impoverished
soils, their presence is not limited to these phylogenetic groups nor to extremely infertile soils (Skene
1998; Lambers et al. 2011). White lupin (Lupinus
albus L.) is an established crop species that has
cluster roots indicating that the specialised root
structures can be used in agricultural production
systems. For example, in Chile white lupin is
cultivated widely on young volcanic soils that contain
large amounts of poorly available P (Huyghe 1997).
However, P acquisition traits may not be expressed in
all cropping situations because increasing soil P
availability reduces investment in cluster roots to
almost zero in all species (Reddell et al. 1997; Shane
et al. 2003a; Shane et al. 2003b; Shane et al. 2006;
Abdolzadeh et al. 2010). This may reduce their
effectiveness when being deployed to mobilise P for
use by other crops, or as part of a strategy to reduce
the accumulation of sparingly-available P in fertilised
soils (e.g. Simpson et al. 2011).
Considerable plasticity in cluster root investment,
placement and activity has been demonstrated in
native Australian legumes (Adams et al. 2002; Shane
and Lambers 2005) and in white lupin (Shu et al.
2007a, b). Studies in white lupin exposed different
parts of the root system to different levels of P, and
showed that while overall investment in cluster roots
was suppressed when more P is available, cluster
roots preferentially grew in P-enriched parts of the
soil, even when enriched with inorganic P. Moreover,
the concentrations of organic anions were enhanced
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when the added P was iron (Fe) phosphate or
hydroxyapatite (Shu et al. 2007a, b). Split root
experiments indicate that the response of cluster roots
to locally enriched-P also differs markedly between
species. For example, when one side of the root
system experienced higher P concentration in hydroponics, Hakea species (Hakea prostrata R.Br. and H.
trifurcata (Sm.) R.Br.) produced lower cluster root
mass on that side compared to the low P side. In
contrast, grevillea (Grevillea crithmifolia R.Br.) and
lupins (Lupinus mutabilis Sweet and L. albus)
produced more cluster root mass on the high-P side
(Shane and Lambers 2005). This adaptive deployment
of the cluster roots suggests that it may be feasible to
enhance P acquisition in agriculture by using cluster
root species in combination with banded fertiliser
placement. Concentrated banding of fertiliser allows
adequate fertility for high production to be achieved,
but a patchy distribution of P may also be suitable for
expression of the P-mining attributes of cluster roots.
Alteration of rhizosphere chemistry is not limited
to species with root clusters. In the Lupinus genus,
species that do not form cluster roots may have
similar rhizosphere pH and organic anion concentrations to those that do (Hocking and Jeffery 2004;
Pearse et al. 2006). High rhizosphere concentrations
of organic anions have also been reported in other
grain legume crops such as pigeon pea (Cajanus
cajan (L.) Millsp.), chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) and
field pea (Pisum sativum L.) (Ae et al. 1991;
Veneklaas et al. 2003; Nuruzzaman et al. 2005; Pearse
et al. 2006), as well as a range of perennial legume
species (Pang et al. 2010). In many species, exudate
concentrations are responsive to plant P status and are
reduced at high levels of soil P fertility. In some
species, exudation appears to be constitutive and
sometimes at high rates, for example, the exudation
of malonate in chickpea (Wouterlood et al. 2005).
There is good evidence that cluster roots enable
plants to access soil P pools that are poorly-available
to species that do not have this mechanism (e.g.
Hocking et al. 1997). However, it is less clear if
exudation of organic anions from plants that do not
have the cluster root morphology also increases their
access to sparingly-available P. For example, Pearse et
al. (2007) found that wheat took up more P from
AlPO4 than three lupin species. So, even though
diffuse fine root systems may not be effective in
mobilising sparingly-available soil P, there will always
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be small amounts of P in solution and these may be
scavenged by such roots (e.g. Barrow 1980). Pearse et
al. (2007) also noted that field pea and chickpea were
unable to access AlPO4 or FePO4 in sand culture
despite releasing organic anions (carboxylates) into
the rhizosphere (Pearse et al. 2007). In a separate
study, P uptake by chickpea from 11 different soils did
however correlate with organic anion concentrations
in the rhizosphere (Veneklaas et al. 2003). Organic
anion exudation from roots has thus been embraced
widely as a likely mechanism for improving the
access to sparingly-available P by agricultural crops.
Our observations of the P nutrition of species that
naturally secrete organic anions indicate that that this
strategy needs to be thoroughly understood if it is to
deliver the promise of improved P-use efficiency in
agricultural systems.
Can the release of organic anions from roots mobilise
soil phosphorus?
It has been hypothesised widely that the release of
organic anions from roots can improve P nutrition by
mobilising sparingly-available pools of P into the soil
solution. The organic anions are reported to occupy
sorption sites on soil minerals that might otherwise
bind P, and replace P in the sparingly-soluble
complexes that form with aluminium (Al), Fe and
calcium (Ca). The idea is based on many studies
reporting two types of observations: (i) the release of
citrate, malate and oxalate from roots of certain
species increases with the onset of P deficiency,
especially from those with cluster roots (Jones 1998;
Vance et al. 2003; Ryan et al. 2001; Neumann and
Martinoia 2002); (ii) organic anions can liberate more
P into soil solution than similar treatments with water
(Fig. 7; Fox et al. 1990; Gerke 1992; Jones 1998;
Khademi et al. 2009; 2010) along with greater release
of organic forms of soil P (Hayes et al. 2000a; Wei et
al. 2010).
Organic anion exudation from roots has now been
reported in many species in response to P deficiency
or Al toxicity. Comparisons of organic anion release
rates between species are difficult due to the range of
units employed, but the highest rates appear to occur
in white lupin and members of the Proteaceae (up to
3 μmol citrate g−1 FW h−1; Roelofs et al. 2001).
However, despite extensive literature implicating root
exudates in P mobilisation, the evidence that organic
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anion release can improve P nutrition (particularly for
species that do not form cluster roots) is modest.
Many studies fail to consider whether the magnitude
of organic anion efflux is sufficient to influence P
availability and it is often forgotten that other plant
responses occurring in parallel may have contributed
to nutrient efficiency. Even the seminal studies on
white lupin (Gardner et al. 1981; Gardner et al. 1983)
only provide indirect evidence because (as discussed
above) citrate efflux cannot be separated from the
formation of cluster roots and the release of other
exudates (phosphatases, protons, secondary metabolites) which may also contribute to improved P
nutrition. Other evidence that supports a beneficial
role for organic anions include in vitro studies that
demonstrate, albeit highly dependent on soil type, that
local injections of citrate and oxalate into the
rhizosphere can mobilise P and increase its uptake
by plants (Ström et al. 2002; Khademi et al. 2010)
and evidence that organic anions can increase the
diffusion coefficient of orthophosphate in the soil
solution by two or three orders of magnitude (Gerke
1994). Modelling supports a role for organic anions in
mobilising P bound by metal ions (Kirk 1999).
Soluble organic anion concentrations measured in
a range of soil types are generally less than 50 μM,
with concentrations in the rhizosphere usually greater
than those in bulk soil. Values of 5 to 50 μmol citrate
g−1 soil (cluster roots of white lupin; Dinkelaker et al.
1989; Gerke 1992) likely correspond to soluble citrate
concentrations of 1 to 10 mM in soil solution and are
consistent with measurements using ceramic suction
cups (Dessureault-Rompre et al. 2007). These concentrations are substantial and likely to benefit plant
nutrition, because in vitro studies estimate that 1 mM
citrate or oxalate can be effective for mobilisation of P
in some soils (Fig. 7; Gerke 1994; Kirk 1999; Jones et
al. 2003; Khademi et al. 2010). However, further
work is needed to establish the relationship between
localised concentrations of organic anions in a
rhizosphere and the amount of P that can be released
for plant uptake in different soils.
Attempts have been made to address the uncertainties
discussed above by modelling and/or attempting to
determine empirically how much orthophosphate can be
mobilised by the organic anion concentrations measured
in rhizospheres. However, this is a challenging task. It is
particularly difficult to sample at the scale required
because organic anions released from roots are unlikely
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Fig. 7 Phosphorus
extracted from soil by water
(dotted line) and two
organic anions at differing
concentrations from 3
calcareous soils (values are
the mean of the three soils±
standard error, n=3).
Extractions were conducted
using organic acids, as (a)
H-citrate and (c) H-oxalate,
or as organic anions at
neutral pH as (b) K-citrate
(potassium citrate) and (d)
K-oxalate (potassium
oxalate). Data is from
Khademi et al. (2009)

to diffuse farther than a few millimetres, with most
remaining close to the root surface. An exception is
white lupin where the high exudation increases organic
anion concentrations to beyond 6 mm distance from
cluster roots (Dessureault-Rompre et al. 2007). Even
careful measurement of soil adhering closely to roots
may underestimate by orders of magnitude the local
concentrations of organic anions in water filled spaces
near the root surface (Jones et al. 2003). Uncertainties
with soil chemistry including lack of information about
the rates with which orthophosphate and organic
anions are removed and replaced in soil solution make
predictions of organic anion effects difficult. For
example, Oburger et al. (2011) reported complementary effects of co-acidification on the effectiveness of
different organic anions for mobilisation of P in
different soils with the relative effectiveness of acidification on either ligand promoted mineral dissolution
(chelation capacity) or direct ligand exchange (sorption
reactions) being highly dependent on soil type. Such
effects are likely to be further complicated by spatial
heterogeneity within the rhizosphere (including soil
mineralogy, localised soil chemistry and water content)
and the unpredictable effects of microorganisms on

organic anion concentrations, through their capacity to
either degrade organic anions or as a potential
alternative source of anions. The rhizosphere generally
supports a large microbial biomass because root
exudates, including organic anions, represent a readilyavailable carbon source. It is notable that white lupin
releases several compounds that are thought to inhibit the
microbial degradation of organic anions (Weisskopf et al.
2006). In vitro estimates of the half-lives of organic
anions vary from less than 0.5 h for malate in a
Cambisol to more than 24 h for oxalate in a Podsol
(Jones and Darrah 1994; Kirk 1999; Oburger et al.
2009). A further complication for these studies, and
those addressing the efficacy of organic anion release, is
that in soils with high sorption capacity anions can be
bound to mineral surfaces where they are less likely to
be degraded by microorganisms (Oburger et al. 2009).
The ion fluxes that balance anion release from the
root cells are also important, because they can
influence the effectiveness of the ligand exchange
reactions. The sustained efflux of organic anions from
root cells cannot occur without an equal efflux of
cations or an influx of anions to satisfy electroneutrality. Citrate and malate efflux from white lupin
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is partly balanced by H+ efflux because the rhizosphere around cluster roots becomes significantly
more acidic than the bulk soil (Dinkelaker et al.
1995; Yan et al. 2002; Sas et al. 2001). Although
localised regions of low pH might assist in mobilising
P, especially in alkaline soils, organic anions are
unlikely to be as effective in very acidic environments
because a greater proportion will carry smaller net
charge. For instance, the pKa’s of malic acid are 3.4
and 5.1, which means that at pH 3.4 approximately
half of the malate is present as malic acid and half as
H:malate1-. Neither of these species will bind with Fe,
Al or Ca ions as effectively as the divalent anion
malate2- which is more prevalent at higher pH.
However acidification would suit the activity of acid
phosphatases also released from these cluster roots
(Zinn et al. 2009) and perhaps slow down the
degradation of organic anions by microorganisms
(see below: Khademi et al. 2010). In contrast, the
exudation of a large range of organic anions from
cluster roots of several members of the Proteaceae is
not associated with acidification (Roelofs et al. 2001).
Even in white lupin there is evidence that K+, Na+ and
even Mg2+ efflux are more important than protons in
maintaining electroneutrality (Zhu et al. 2005d).
Malate efflux from Al-resistant wheat roots is also
accompanied by K+ and not H+ efflux (Ryan et al.
1995). In fact, the pH around wheat root apices
increases (Wherrett et al. 2005) which would be
expected as malate equilibrates in the apoplasm and a
proportion of the divalent anions bind with protons to
become monovalent anions.
Genetic approaches likely provide an alternative
opportunity for quantifying the influence of organic
anions on plant nutrition. Importantly the development of germplasm with more uniform genetic
background allows the contribution of traits of
interest to be assessed independently from other
traits that may also contribute to the phenotype.
Generation of such populations, such as recombinant
inbred lines, doubled haploid lines or F3 families can
be used to identify QTL which are genetically linked
to root traits and for the subsequent development of
breeding lines. Whilst QTL have helped link root
morphology with P nutrition (e.g. Lynch 2007; Lynch
and Brown 2008), no studies have demonstrated the
same benefit of organic anion release apart from
indirectly enhancing Al (Al3+) resistance (Delhaize et
al. 2009).
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Genetic manipulation of plants for enhanced
exudation of organic anions
Attempts to genetically manipulate plants for enhanced exudation of organic anions from roots can be
broadly divided into strategies that aim to alter
biosynthesis and those that focus on transport processes. For an organic anion to be secreted by roots, a
biosynthetic pathway with the capacity to generate
and maintain sufficient amounts during periods of
peak efflux is required. However, the organic anions
considered to be effective in mobilising mineral P
(e.g. citrate, malate and oxalate) exist as anions in the
cytosol and do not readily move unassisted across the
plasma membrane to the external medium. Transport
of these organic anions is facilitated by specific
transport proteins embedded in the membrane, and
in many cases it is the transport of organic anions and
not their biosynthesis that appears to be the rate
limiting step for their secretion (Ryan et al. 2001;
Ryan and Delhaize 2010). In the absence of cloned
genes for transport proteins the earliest attempts at
enhancing organic anion efflux focused on biosynthetic pathways for which many of the genes were
readily available for genetic manipulation.
The most spectacular success with the approach of
modifying organic anion biosynthesis came from
tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) genetically modified
to express a bacterial gene for citrate synthase.
Originally designed to enhance citrate secretion as a
means of conferring Al3+ resistance on acid soils (de
la Fuente et al. 1997), the same plants modified to
express a citrate synthase gene from Pseudomonas
aeruginosa showed enhanced ability to mobilise P
from an alkaline soil and, under restricted P nutrition,
yielded more seed than a control (López-Bucio et al.
2000). Reports showing that over-expression of citrate
synthase of mitochondrial origin in Arabidopsis
thaliana (L.) Heynh. and carrot (Daucus carota L.)
cell cultures produced similar phenotypes, although
somewhat attenuated, appeared to support the notion
that enhancing the biosynthesis of organic anions
could increase their efflux from roots to enhance P
nutrition (Koyama et al. 1999; Koyama et al. 2000).
Subsequent attempts to repeat the findings with the
citrate synthase gene from P. aeruginosa or a
mitochondrial citrate synthase gene from tobacco
were unsuccessful (Delhaize et al. 2001; Delhaize et
al. 2003). Despite generating tobacco plants with
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100-fold more citrate synthase protein than the
original report by de la Fuente et al. (1997), as well
as using the genetic material from that study, in
neither case was enhanced citrate efflux detected in
the transgenic plants (Delhaize et al. 2001). These
findings indicate that genetically engineering of plants
with citrate synthase genes is presently not a reliable
and robust strategy for enhancing organic anion
efflux. In another study that focused on Al 3+
resistance, Anoop et al. (2003) showed that rapeseed
(canola; Brassica napus L.) that over-expressed a
mitochondrial citrate synthase gene from A. thaliana
showed enhanced citrate efflux. However, although
citrate efflux was doubled in the absence of Al3+, it is
unlikely that these relatively small fluxes would have
been very effective to enhance P nutrition.
With the reports of success in genetically modifying plants for organic anion biosynthesis with the
citrate synthase genes, attention was also directed
towards other key enzymes involved in organic acid
biosynthesis. Overexpression of malate dehydrogenase but not phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase
(PEPC) resulted in enhanced efflux of a range of
organic anions from roots of lucerne (alfalfa; Medicago sativa L.), and the enhanced P nutrition of the
transgenic plants when grown on acid soil was
attributed to the greater efflux of organic anions
(Tesfaye et al. 2001). However, this conclusion is
questionable given that the transgenics were reported
to have increased Al3+ resistance and the improved
acquisition of P is more likely to have been indirect
due to more vigorous root growth of the transgenics
in the acid soil rather than a direct effect of the
organic anions solubilising mineral forms of P. In
contrast to lucerne, overexpression of PEPC in rice
(Oryza sativa L.) enhanced oxalate efflux from roots
but the effect that this may have had on the P nutrition
of plants grown in soil was not assessed (Begum et al.
2005).
The cloning of genes encoding proteins that
transport organic anions provide an alternative means
of enhancing exudation. These proteins belong to two
distinct families of membrane proteins the MATE and
ALMT families (Delhaize et al. 2007). Initially all the
cloned genes encoded transport proteins that required
Al3+ to activate organic anion efflux and all were
involved in Al3+ resistance mechanisms. For instance,
barley genetically modified with the TaALMT1 gene
from wheat showed at least a 20-fold greater Al3+-
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activated malate efflux than controls and this conferred greatly increased Al3+ resistance (Sasaki et al.
2004; Delhaize et al. 2004). When grown on an acid
soil, the transgenic barley had improved P nutrition,
but this could be largely attributed to improved root
growth allowing better exploration of the soil
(Delhaize et al. 2009). Subsequently, genes encoding
members of both the MATE and ALMT families were
cloned that transported organic anions in the absence
of Al3+ activation. These proteins have diverse roles
and function in stomata (Sasaki et al. 2010; Gruber et
al. 2010), vascular tissues (Durrett et al. 2007;
Yokosho et al. 2009) and in maintaining malate
homeostasis within cells (Kovermann et al. 2007).
When ectopically over-expressed, AtFRD3 from
Arabidopsis (Durrett et al. 2007) and HvALMT1
from barley (Gruber et al. 2011) confer organic anion
efflux that is independent of Al3+. In both cases the
enhanced organic anion efflux conferred increased
Al3+ resistance but any effects on P nutrition were
either not assessed (Durrett et al. 2007) or confounded
by a severely stunted phenotype (Gruber et al. 2011).
In summary, although there is evidence that
altering organic anion biosynthesis can change internal concentrations of the major organic anions, the
resulting effects on efflux appear small. These
relatively small effects on efflux (2- to 4-fold) can
enhance Al3+ resistance, but in most cases this
functions on top of an existing endogenous transport
mechanism for organic anions that is activated or
induced by Al3+. In many species, Al3+ increases the
efflux of organic anions by a factor of ten or more,
and there are few reports of similar transport
mechanisms being induced under P deficiency (Ryan
et al. 2001; Kochian et al. 2004). For example, even
for the most optimistic case above where tobacco was
engineered with a bacterial citrate synthase gene, the
efflux in the absence of Al3+, such as on an alkaline
soil, would be negligible and enhancing the efflux by
only 4-fold was unlikely to have provided sufficient
organic anions to improve P nutrition. Any benefit to
P nutrition on acid soil is difficult to attribute to
organic acids acting directly on mineral forms of P
and is more likely to be due to enhanced root growth
due to improved Al3+ resistance. To date, unequivocal
evidence of improved P nutrition has not been
demonstrated from transgenic plants with enhanced
organic anion exudation using appropriate controls
and methods that show the acquisition of P forms not
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readily available to the controls (such as L-values).
The recent cloning of genes encoding transport
proteins provides the tools for a strategy with greater
likelihood of success for increasing organic anion
efflux to levels that could benefit P nutrition.
Although most of these transport proteins are Al3+activated, they provide ‘in principle’ evidence that
efflux from roots can be substantially increased. The
more recent cloning of genes encoding transport
proteins that do not require Al3+ for activation (e.g.
Durrett et al. 2007) provide an avenue for enhancing
organic anion transport on a wider range of soil types.
To date these proteins function in the transport of
organic anions within specific plant tissues and
whether they can be engineered to enhance efflux of
organic anions from roots to levels required for
improved P nutrition remains to be established. To
achieve exudation of organic anions to levels approximating those found in white lupin may require that
both transport and biosynthetic capacity be engineered in concert. Although yet to be demonstrated,
the necessary tools are becoming available and it is
feasible that this aim might be achieved.

Phosphatases and utilisation of soil organic
phosphorus by plants
Organic forms of P in soil constitute a significant
component of total soil P and contribute substantially
to the overall operation of the soil P cycle. Cycling of
P through organic pools is not only important in
natural ecosystems (Polglase et al. 1992) and lowly
fertilised grasslands, where there is significant return
of plant- or animal-based residues, but also in farming
systems with high dependence on external P inputs
that may either be organic (e.g. manure-based
systems) or reliant on inorganic fertilisers (Oberson
et al. 1996; Magid et al. 1996; Simpson et al. 2011).
Substantial flows of P occur between inorganic and
organic pools of soil P through immobilisation and
mineralisation; processes that are mediated largely by
the activity of soil microorganisms (Richardson 1994;
Oberson and Joner 2005; Richardson and Simpson
2011; Richardson et al., 2009a). Mineralisation of
organic P (i.e. hydrolysis of organic P substrates to
release orthophosphate) is essential, because orthophosphate anions (primarily as H2PO4− or HPO42−)
are transported across the root plasmalemma. There is
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little evidence to support direct uptake of organic P
substrates by plants, although uptake followed by
hydrolysis within the apoplast or at the root endodermis
is likely (Richardson et al. 2005).
Enhancing the utilisation of organic phosphorus
in soil
From a P-use efficiency perspective, the challenge is
to increase the utilisation of organic P for plant
production, either as a consequence of modified
agronomic practices (Simpson et al. 2011) or by
using plants or microorganisms capable of enhancing
the mineralisation of organic P (Richardson et al.
2009a, b). Increased utilisation of organic P may
occur either as a result of enhancing the overall rate of
P cycling through organic matter pools (i.e. from
organic matter or soil humus fractions) which can be
achieved, for example, through green manure management (Simpson et al. 2011; Fageria 2007; Cherr et
al. 2006; Condron 2004), or by enhancing the
mineralisation of specific forms of organic P that are
poorly available to plants and/or microorganisms and
consequently accumulate in soil.
Mineralisation of organic P occurs through the
activity of phosphatase enzymes. Soils have demonstrable phosphatase activity and substantial increases
in activity have been shown to occur in the
rhizosphere of plants, with many studies showing this
to be associated with a depletion of soil organic P
(Asmar et al. 1995; Gahoonia and Nielsen 1992;
Chen et al. 2002; George et al. 2002b; Tarafdar and
Jungk 1987). In vitro assays with excess concentrations of different phosphatase enzymes also
indicate that, depending on soil type and previous
fertiliser history, significant amounts of orthophosphate can be released from organic P in soil extracts
and soil suspensions (Fig. 8; George et al. 2007a, b;
Bünemann 2008). In pot experiments, plants are able
to effectively utilise P from a wide range of organic
sources through mineralisation by phosphatases of
either plant or microbial origin (Adams and Pate
1992)
Phosphatase activity of plant roots and the potential
for accessing soil organic phosphorus
Extracellular phosphatase activities of plant roots vary
considerably between and within species for a wide
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Fig. 8 Phosphatase and
phytase-labile phosphorus
in soil extracts and
suspensions. a. Total
inorganic and organic
phosphorus in sequentially
extracted (H2O; NaHCO3
and NaOH) soil from
different depths from a
pasture that was either
unfertilised or P-fertilised
and the amount of
phosphatase-labile P in each
extract. Data are presented
with one standard error or
LSD (P<0.05) shown as
bars and values in
parenthesis indicate the %
of the extractable P that was
amenable to hydrolysis by a
non-specific phosphatase/
phytase. Data is from
George et al. (2007a) b.
Concentration of phytase
labile P in water
suspensions (1:10 w:v) of a
range of soils (0-10 cm)
incubated for 24 h with an
excess of Peniophora lycii
and Aspergillus niger
phytase. Columns
designated with the same
letters are not significantly
different by LSD (P<0.05).
Data is from George et al.
(2007b)
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range of crop and pasture species (e.g. Tadano et al.
1993; Li et al. 1997; Gilbert et al. 1999; Hayes et al.
1999). As a consequence when grown in sterile
culture plants are able to utilise organic P supplied
in various (e.g. glucose-1-P), but not all organic forms
(Hayes et al. 2000b, Richardson et al. 2001b). In other

cases, plant utilisation of organic P substrates (e.g.
inositol phosphates) was enhanced when the roots
were inoculated with cultured soil microorganisms,
including a specific isolate of soil bacteria with
demonstrable phytase activity (Richardson et al.
2001b). In most instances, root phosphatase activity
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is enhanced when plants are grown under P-deficient
conditions. This is recognised as a key component of
the general response of plants to ‘P starvation’ (Vance
et al. 2003; Richardson et al. 2009b). Phosphatases
are thus proposed to play a number of roles that assist
plant P nutrition under low P stress including:
enhanced recycling of internal P, efficient capture of
organic P compounds that may be lost from roots, and
access to organic P substrates in soil (Barrett-Lennard
et al. 1993; Duff et al. 1994). Consequently, it is
commonly believed that enhancing phosphatase activity in roots may assist P-use efficiency. However,
there are few examples where selection (or genetic
modification) of a species to enhance phosphatase
activity has been of clear benefit for P nutrition. For
example, George et al. (2008) reported significant
variation in the activities of various intra- and extracellular phosphatases (measured against a range of
model and actual organic P substrates) for different
wheat cultivars, but this did not account for any
differences in the P nutrition of the wheat lines when
grown in a range of soils with differing organic P
content. Access to organic P was considered to be
similar for all genotypes irrespective of any differences in their intra- or extracellular phosphatase
activities. This raised three questions; (i) was root
phosphatase activity already ‘sufficient’ for utilisation
of soil organic P, (ii) were plant-derived phosphatases
‘functionally redundant’ because the phosphatase
activities of soil microorganisms in the rhizosphere
were adequate for mobilisation of organic P, or (iii)
was acquisition of P from organic P sources by plants
constrained by poor availability of organic P substrates in soil (Tarafdar and Claassen 1988)?
Phosphatase activity exuded from roots of various
agricultural and tree species can be associated with a
depletion of soil organic P (George et al. 2002a; Chen
et al., 2004). Chickpea (and some other species)
appears to increase the mineralisation of organic P in
soil and when intercropped with wheat or maize under
controlled conditions is reported to enhance their P
nutrition (Li et al. 2003; Li et al. 2004). However,
whether enhanced utilisation of organic P occurs as a
direct consequence of root or rhizosphere phosphatases, or as an indirect effect of other factors such as
root foraging or exudation of organic anions remains
unclear.
Although a large proportion of the organic P in soil
is poorly characterised, inositol phosphates (isomers
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and lower order derivatives of inositol hexakisphosphate) generally constitute a significant identifiable
component of total organic P. Depending on land use,
inositol phosphates typically constitute some to 4–
20% of the total organic P, although in some cases
they are not detected or may be as high 40% of total
organic P (Turner et al. 2002; Turner 2007; Smernik
and Dougherty 2007). Inositol phosphates are associated with high molecular weight fractions of soil
organic P, are readily adsorbed to soil particles and,
depending on pH, react with cations (e.g. Fe and Al in
acid soils, and Ca in alkaline soils) to form poorly
soluble precipitates (Anderson et al. 1974; Shang et
al. 1992; Celi and Barberis 2005). Various studies
have demonstrated that plants have limited capability
to access P directly from inositol phosphate (Hayes et
al. 2000b; Richardson et al. 2001a). This is attributed
to poor availability of inositol phosphate in soil
solution, low extracellular phosphatase (i.e. phytase)
activity in roots, and low efficacy of enzyme-substrate
interactions in soil (Richardson et al. 2007; George et
al. 2007a). Plant access to P from inositol phosphates
in soil is mediated primarily by microorganisms with
extracellular phytase activity and their interactions
within the rhizosphere (Richardson et al. 2001b;
Unno et al. 2005; Richardson and Simpson 2011).
Consequently, it has been considered feasible that
plants equipped to either ‘intercept’ inositol phosphates as they are deposited in soil (e.g. in plant
materials, animal manures or as a product or
microbial metabolism), or to mobilise P from the
accumulating pool of inositol phosphates in soil could
potentially be used to improve P-use efficiency
(Richardson et al. 2007).
Arabidopsis was the first plant species to be
genetically modified for release of an extracellular
microbial phytase and this enabled the plants to utilise
P from inositol phosphate (Richardson et al. 2001a).
Other plant species have subsequently been developed for over-expression of phytase and/or phosphatase from different sources (e.g. Lung et al. 2005;
George et al. 2004; 2005b; Wasaki et al. 2009; Ma et
al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009). Collectively, these studies
have shown improved P nutrition of modified plants
(compared to control lines) when supplied with
organic P sources, albeit generally under controlled
growth conditions only and without limitations to
substrate availability. In contrast, limited success has
been observed when the plants have been evaluated in
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soil or in growth conditions where the availability of
substrate was restricted, irrespective of total P content
(George et al. 2005a, b; Lung and Lim 2006). In
addition, interactions between phytases and soil (e.g.
deactivation of enzyme activities through adsorption
or degradation reactions) may further alter or reduce
the efficacy of the enzyme-substrate interactions
(Fig. 8b; George et al. 2005c; 2007a) and inositol
phosphates adsorbed to soil mineral or clay constituents appear to be protected against enzyme activity
(Giaveno et al. 2010). At this stage, it seems
necessary to further manipulate the interactions of
extracellular enzymes, soil and substrate to achieve
enhanced hydrolysis of inositol phosphates by plants.
Organic anions improve the mobilisation of organic P
in soils and to increase its enzyme-lability, including
that of inositol phosphates (Hayes et al. 2000a; Tang
et al. 2006; Wei et al. 2010). Further investigation of
the capacity of organic anion release from roots to
mobilise organic P in soil for interaction with
phosphatases is warranted.

Microbial inoculants
Microorganisms play a fundamental role in the
biogeochemical cycling of inorganic and organic P
in the rhizosphere and detritusphere (Richardson
1994; Whitelaw 2000; Jakobsen et al. 2005b; Harvey
et al. 2009; Richardson et al. 2009a; Khan et al. 2010;
Richardson and Simpson 2011), with a significant
percentage of the total culturable bacterial and fungal
communities being reported to have inorganic Psolubilising activity (Kucey et al. 1989; Bowen and
Rovira 1999). Rhizosphere microbial inoculants have
been proposed as components of integrated nutrient
management systems (Adesemoye and Kloepper
2009; Harvey et al. 2009; Khan et al. 2010) with
specific interest in their ability to increase the
availability of P for crops (Kucey et al. 1989; Bowen
and Rovira 1999, Jakobsen et al. 2005b). Research
into crop inoculants has focused largely on introducing free-living microorganisms that form non-specific,
beneficial associations with a range of plant hosts,
that can be mass produced, and have potential to
persist in the rhizosphere (e.g. prolific sporulators;
Bowen and Rovira 1999; Harvey et al. 2009; Khan et
al. 2010). Although symbiotic associations with AM
fungi are recognised as playing an important role in
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the P nutrition of many plants, particularly in low P
soils (Smith and Read 2008; Jakobsen et al. 2005b),
the inability to readily culture AM fungi in artificial
media and lack of establishment of any host plantspecific associations has limited their development as
rhizosphere inoculants. By contrast, greater success
has been achieved in the utilisation of ectomycorrhizal
fungi for inoculation of agro-forestry species (e.g. see
Robson et al. 1994).
Most research into the development of microbial
inoculants to enhance P availability and root uptake
has centred on soil microorganisms capable of
solubilising sparingly-available P (Kucey et al. 1989;
Whitelaw et al. 1999; Wakelin et al. 2004; Leggett et
al. 2007). Bacteria (most commonly Bacillus and
Pseudomonas; Babu-Khan et al. 1995; Richardson
and Hadobas 1997; Tye et al. 2002; Taurian et al.
2010, and Actinomycetes spp.; El-Tarabily et al. 2008)
and fungi (primarily Penicillium spp. and Aspergillus
spp.: Kucey 1983; Relwani et al. 2008; Wakelin et al.
2004; Whitelaw et al. 1999), have been identified as
being able to liberate orthophosphate from inorganic
and organic substrates under laboratory conditions by
releasing organic anions, protons, phosphatases and
cation-chelating compounds. However, the main
effort to improve P availability using microbial
inoculants has focused on P-solubilising fungi and
in particular Penicillium species (P. bilaiae and P.
radicum: Kucey, 1988; Whitelaw et al. 1999; Leggett
et al. 2007; Wakelin et al. 2007). P solubilisation by
Penicillium spp. has generally been attributed to the
release of organic anions (e.g. gluconate, oxalate,
citrate) that, as discussed previously, are expected to
mobilise soil P (Cunningham and Kuiack 1992; Gadd
1999; Whitelaw et al. 1999). Whilst Penicillium spp.
are known to mineralise organic forms of P in
laboratory media (Yadav and Tarafdar 2003), relatively
little is known about the efficacy of their extracellular
activities in soil as has been investigated for other
fungal enzymes (Fig 8b).
Penicillium species do not appear to exhibit
specific plant or soil associations and have been
shown to inhabit the rhizosphere of diverse agricultural and non-agricultural plants (Kucey 1983; Hocking
et al. 1998; Wakelin et al. 2004; Babana and Antoun
2006; Khan et al. 2008), indicating potential to select
and develop inoculants for a broad range of agroecological conditions. P. bilaiae has been shown to
solubilise P in laboratory media (Cunningham and
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Kuiack 1992; Takeda and Knight 2006; Wakelin et al.
2004) and improve plant P uptake (Kucey 1988). For
example, inoculated wheat obtained up to 18% of its P
from sources unavailable to non-inoculated plants
under glasshouse conditions (Asea et al. 1988). P.
bilaiae does not produce any known toxic secondary
metabolites (Savard et al. 1994) and stimulates
production of root hairs (Gulden and Vessey 2000)
and an increase in overall root growth (Vessey and
Heisinger 2001). Inoculation with P. bilaiae has
improved growth of many crop species including
wheat (Kucey 1987; Kucey 1988; Anstis 2004), canola
(Kucey and Leggett 1989) and grain and pasture
legumes (Beckie et al. 1998; Rice et al. 2000). A
commercial product based on P. bilaiae has been used
in North America for at least 15 years and was released
in Australia in 2010.
Strains of Penicillium spp. capable of solubilising
sparingly-available forms of inorganic P have similarly been isolated from Australian cropping soils (P.
radicum, Whitelaw et al. 1997; P. bilaiae, Wakelin et
al. 2004). The strain with greatest P-solubilisation
efficacy and plant growth promotion was identified as
a novel genotype of P. bilaiae (Wakelin et al. 2004;
Wakelin et al. 2007). Although P. radicum was
selected for its ability to solubilise inorganic P and
improve plant growth (Whitelaw et al. 1997;
Whitelaw et al. 1999), further studies showed that
the P-solubilisation efficacy by P. radicum was
significantly lower than that of other Penicillium
strains, including P. bilaiae (Wakelin et al. 2004).
The major mechanism of plant growth promotion by
P. radicum may thus be related to production of plant
growth promoting metabolites such as auxins (Anstis
2004), which increase length and density of fine roots
and enhance a plant’s ability to capture available
nutrients without increasing nutrient availability per se.
Inoculation with P. bilaiae also enhanced the production of root hairs and lateral roots (Gulden and Vessey
2000; Vessey and Heisinger 2001) in field peas, and
plant growth promotion by a strain of Penicillium
citrinum is due to the presence of gibberellins (Khan et
al. 2008). Synthesis of phytohormones that stimulate
root growth therefore provides an indirect mechanism
by which rhizosphere microorganisms increase P
acquisition and stimulate plant growth (Richardson et
al. 2009a).
Opportunities also exist to develop novel ‘multifunctional’ microbial strains as inoculants, such as P-
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solubilising and N-fixing strains of Mesorhizobium
mediterraneum (Peix et al. 2001) and disease biocontrol strains of Trichoderma harzianum with capacity to solubilise P (Altomare et al. 1999). Similarly,
enhanced plant nutrition and growth may be achieved
by using mixtures of plant growth promoting microorganisms. Positive synergistic responses have been
observed when cereals (Kucey 1987; Babana and
Antoun 2006) and legumes (Osorio and Habte 2001)
were inoculated with mixed cultures of Penicillium
spp. and AM fungi, and for legumes with Penicillium
and Rhizobium spp. (Downey and van Kessel 1990;
Rice et al. 2000), with the later also being released as
a commercial inoculant.
Although, positive responses to non-symbiotic
inoculants are often observed in controlled laboratory and glasshouse experiments, they are observed
less consistently in field trials (Goos et al. 1994;
Karamanos et al. 2010). For example, analyses by
Karamanos et al. (2010) from 26 field sites in
Canada between 1989 and 1995 found that inoculation with P. bilaiae gave an increase in P uptake and
yield of spring wheat in only 5 of 47 trials, despite 33
of the trials showing responses to P fertiliser. Whilst
current formulation and seed application technologies
were not available at the time, such inconsistencies in
field performance still occur and significantly impede
the widespread adoption of inoculants in crop and
pasture systems. Improved efficacy and ongoing
success of rhizosphere inoculants to improve availability of soil P will require appropriate strain
formulation and agronomic delivery systems to
ensure inoculant survival and improved understanding of factors that may contribute to, or limit, where
and when responses may be expected to occur. This
work needs to be supported by agronomic and
physiological studies to demonstrate effects on plant
P uptake, together with ecological studies of inoculants and the soil-borne microbial communities with
which they interact (Richardson and Simpson 2011).
A thorough understanding of rhizosphere ecology,
multi-trophic interactions (Xu 2006; Edel-Hermann
et al. 2008) and genetic mechanisms associated with
enhancing P-availability in ‘responsive’ soils will
assist selection and targeted deployment of inoculants across farming systems, with potentially greater
consistency in performance.
The efficacy of P-solubilising or P-mineralising
inoculants depends also on their competitive abilities
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in soil environments and capacity to colonise, survive
and multiply in the rhizosphere (van Veen et al. 1997;
Gyaneshwar et al. 2002). Molecular approaches and
DNA-based diagnostics (e.g. real time quantitative
PCR) provide new tools for identifying specific
taxonomic groups of soil-borne bacteria (Costa et al.
2006) and fungi (Haugland et al. 2004, Sampson et al.
2004; Seifert et al. 2007). Application of such probes
for species- and strain-specific identification will
allow greater ecological understanding of how inoculants interact with crop roots (i.e. rhizosphere
competence), other rhizosphere microbiota and the
impacts of management practices on their survival.
Molecular genetics also provides opportunity for
elucidation of the mechanisms associated with Psolubilisation and plant growth promotion (Gyaneshwar
et al. 2002; Rodríguez et al. 2006). Comparative
genomic and transcriptomic sequencing of related
microbial genotypes with and without P-solubilising
capabilities and differential gene expression analyses of
strains growing under conditions that require Psolubilisation for growth, have potential to identify
enzymes, metabolites and transport proteins involved
in these processes. With regard to Penicillium spp.,
comparison of sequence databases (van den Berg et al.
2008; Yuen et al. 2003) will assist with genomic
annotation of species with P-solubilising and plant
growth promoting functions, potentially leading to new
strategies to enhance P availability and use by crop and
pasture plants.

Plants that produce more dry matter per unit
of phosphorus uptake
Plants with low internal phosphorus requirements
Low internal concentrations of P are characteristic of
many non-agricultural plants adapted to low P soils.
These plants appear not to be seriously disadvantaged
in these low P conditions because they often have
high photosynthetic rates per unit leaf area (Lambers
et al. 2010). Low leaf P concentrations are partly due
to a scleromorphic leaf anatomy and high leaf mass
per unit leaf area (LMA). However, P content per unit
leaf area may not be extremely low and this partly
explains how high photosynthetic rates per unit leaf
area are achieved. For example, in Banksia spp.
adapted to low soil P, photosynthetic rate per unit of
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leaf P (photosynthetic P-use efficiency) is higher than
in most other species (Denton et al. 2007; Lambers et
al. 2010). The mechanisms behind high photosynthetic P-use efficiency and the possible association
with high LMA deserve further investigation. High
LMA reduces the ability of plants to achieve high
growth rates (Lambers & Poorter 1992) and this
would be undesirable in crop plants. For woody long
lived plants, traits associated with high LMA and
efficient mobilisation of P from senescing leaves are
key factors in the long lifespan of leaves and efficient
use of P at the whole plant level, as they increase the
residence time of P in the plant (Denton et al. 2007).
There are examples of species used in agriculture
that also have low internal P concentrations. For
example, Hill et al. (2005) observed that among
pasture grasses (i.e. herbaceous shorter lived plants
than those described above), two native Australian
species (wallaby grass; Austrodanthona richardsonii
(Cashmore) H.P.Linder and weeping grass; Microlaena stipoides (Labill.) R.Br.) had internal critical P
concentrations that were 30–45% less than those of a
range of introduced pasture grasses with equivalent
relative growth rates. However, across all of the
grasses examined there was no relationship between
the critical external P concentrations (a relative
measure of the P fertiliser requirements) and their
critical internal P concentrations. This is not unusual
for interspecific comparisons and is considered to
reflect slow diffusion of P in soils and, consequently,
the high importance of traits that enhance foraging by
root systems under low P conditions (Nye 1973;
Silberbush and Barber 1983).
In intraspecific comparisons there is clear evidence
for variation in internal P-use efficiency under both
glasshouse and field conditions. For instance, in a
comparison of 14 Brassica cultivars, grown at a range
of P supplies in hydroponics, a two-fold difference
was found in total biomass production at both lowand high-P supply (Akhtar et al. 2008). P-efficient
cultivars produced most shoot and total biomass and
had the lowest shoot P concentrations. One aspect of
P-use efficiency in these plants was translocation of P
from metabolically inactive sites to active sites in
non-mature tissues (Akhtar et al. 2008).
In many species, a large fraction of the P in leaves
of plants grown with high-P supply tends to be
orthophosphate (e.g. 75% in barley leaves; Chapin
and Bieleski 1982), located mostly in the vacuole
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(Foyer and Spencer 1986). Thus, it is expected that
leaves can function equally well at significantly
reduced leaf P concentrations. Indeed, tomato plants
exhibited the same relative growth rate (RGR) at 5 mg
P g−1 DM as at 10 mg P g−1 DM (De Groot et al.
2001). However, at still lower leaf P concentrations,
leaf area ratios (LAR), net assimilation rates (NAR)
and RGR decline, with changes in LAR being more
important at mild P limitation and changes in NAR
being more important at more severe P limitation. The
increase in leaf starch concentrations at mild P
limitation shows that reductions in RGR and LAR
are due primarily to effects on leaf area expansion,
rather than the result of limitation by assimilate
supply (Brooks 1986; Rao and Terry 1989; De Groot
et al. 2001). Strong reductions in photosynthesis at
severely limiting P supply (De Groot et al. 2003) have
also been found for spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.;
Brooks 1986) and barley (Fay et al. 1996).
Further evidence for variation in internal P-use
efficiency of crop plants comes from significant
variation in shoot mass per unit P uptake in a
comparison of 376 Brassica oleracea L. accessions
plus 74 commercial cultivars grown at a range of soil
P concentrations (Hammond et al. 2009). Similarly, in
a glasshouse comparison of 73 bread wheat and
durum wheat genotypes there was considerable
variation in shoot dry weight at similar concentrations
of shoot P (Ozturk et al. 2005). These studies and that
of Vesterager et al. (2006) with 21 genotypes of
pigeon pea (C. cajan), suggest there is useful
variation in internal P-use efficiency of crop species,
in addition to variation in efficiency for P acquisition.
However, it is important to ensure that reduction in
the P concentrations of plant tissues are not traded off
against other desirable traits. Presumably, low plant P
concentrations can be achieved by reducing the
concentrations of inorganic P in vacuoles or by
enhancing mobilisation of P from metabolically
inactive to active tissues. However, lower investment
in other compounds (e.g. ribosomal RNA, a major
component of the nucleotide P fraction and about
80% of the total RNA pool: Warner et al. 2001; Perry
2007) may slow rates of protein synthesis and growth
(Matzek and Vitousek 2009).
The expected end-use of a plant will also influence
the feasibility of reducing internal P concentration of
plant tissues. The potential for selecting pasture plants
with lower internal P requirements has been examined
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on a number of occasions and it is generally agreed
that there is a reasonable prospect for reducing the P
concentration of herbage by breeding (e.g. Godwin
and Wilson 1976). For legume-based pastures, the
target for improvement must be the legume component for efficiency in the P-balance and fertiliser costs
of the pastures to be achieved (Simpson et al. 2011).
However, the critical P concentrations of many
pasture species (Pinkerton et al. 1997) are already
relatively close to the P concentrations needed in
ruminant feeds for growing and lactating animals (e.g.
Ozanne 1980; Freer et al. 2007) and that of senescing
and dead herbage or unfertilised pasture is often less
than required for grazing ruminant production (e.g.
McIvor et al. 2011). This casts doubt on the wisdom
of attempting to improve P-efficiency by selecting for
forages with lower internal P concentrations.
Manipulation of plant P translocation and reduced
export of P by crops
Crop plants with improved internal plant P-use
efficiency would produce more dry matter per unit
of P taken up by the plant, thereby reducing the
amount of P fertiliser required per unit of yield. It
seems logical that P fertiliser requirements could be
further reduced if less of the P contained in the plant
were to leave the farm in harvested material.
Cropping systems often have a relatively high Pbalance efficiency (45–55% of P applied is exported
in grain, McLaughlin et al. 1992; Weaver and Wong
2011) and require large inputs of P fertiliser. High P
removal results from P contained in harvested
material (grain, seeds and fruits), with relatively small
proportions remaining in stems and roots (Fig. 9a;
Rose et al. 2007; Rose et al. 2010). The P-harvest
index of cereals is generally higher than 50% and
sometimes up to 90% for field grown crops in
Australia (Batten and Khan 1987; Zubaidi et al.
1999; Santonoceto et al. 2002; Ryan and Angus
2003) and similarly ranged from 57% to 86% for
various rice genotypes grown in the field (Fig. 9b;
Rose et al. 2010). However, for reasons of practicality,
P-harvest index calculations usually do not consider
that P can be retained in roots, which can be variable.
Rose et al. (2007) reported roots contained 6–11%
(canola) and 22% (wheat) of plant P at maturity,
whereas for glasshouse grown rice it constituted about
2% (Fig. 9a). Proportionately more P is mobilized in
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a)
Phosphorus accumulation (mg pot-1)

Fig. 9 a. Accumulation and
distribution of phosphorus
(P) in organs of rice plants
(line RIL6-4) grown to
maturity under glasshouse
conditions. Data are the
mean of 3 replicates and
values shown in parenthesis
indicate the percentage
distribution of P across
different tissues at harvest.
b. Plant and grain biomass
and plant and grain P uptake
for 37 traditional and
modern rice genotypes
grown to maturity under
field conditions. Values are
presented as the mean for 3
replicates for each genotype
and is shown as the mean
and range across all
genotypes. Grain P
concentration and harvest
index for both biomass (HI)
and P content (PHI) of grain
are also presented. Data is
from Rose et al. (2010)
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Phosphorus accumulation in rice: glasshousegrown line RIL6-4
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b)

Variation in yield and grain phosphorus: 37 fieldgrown genotypes
Yield component

mean

Grain yield (g plant-1)
Total plant biomass (g plant-1)
Harvest index (HI; % biomass in grain)

84.1
166.4
50.3

41.5 - 163.4
88.8 - 290.5
36.8 - 62.8

Grain P content (mg plant-1)
Total plant P uptake (mg plant-1)
P harvest index (PHI: % P in grain)

221
279
78.7

115 - 439
143 - 522
57.0 - 85.9

Harvest index ratio (PHI:HI)

1.58

1.34 - 2.00

2.63

1.94 - 3.18

Grain P concentration (mg

P-starved than in P-sufficient plants (Elliot et al.
1997), although P-harvest index may also be reduced
by factors that reduce grain harvest index such as dry
spring periods or disease (Zubaidi et al. 1999). In the
study by Rose et al. (2010), P harvest index was
highly correlated with grain harvest index suggesting
that exploiting genetic variability for this trait may be
counterproductive. On the other hand, grain P
concentration varied widely from 1.94 mg P g−1 to
3.18 mg P g−1 across genotypes (Fig. 9b). Importantly
this variation in grain P percentage was not associated
with either smaller seed size or reduction in grain
yield and showed no significant correlation with
harvest index. This suggests that low seed P concentration may be a suitable criterion for breeding more
P-efficient rice through a reduction in the export of P
from fields at harvest (Rose et al. 2010). However,
low P in grain and seed can impact on subsequent
seedling vigor (Bolland and Baker 1988; De Marco

g-1)

range

1990; Thomson and Bolger 1993) and agronomic
interventions (e.g. P seed priming; Sekiya and Yano
2010) may be required to overcome any restrictions to
early seedling growth. Moreover, the genetic basis of P
translocation efficiency within plants and its remobilisation to grain requires more detailed investigation.
Opportunity exists also for manipulation of the P
composition of grains. P concentrated in the seed of
crops is mostly in the form of phytate, a mixed cation
salt of phytic acid, and there has been some effort to
reduce the phytate content of common cereals (Raboy
2003). High phytate grains do not provide adequate P
for intensive pig and poultry production necessitating
P supplementation or addition of phytase to feeds
(Raboy 2009). High phytate content of grains and
fruits also contributes to a number of nutritional
problems for humans including poor availability of
essential micronutrients such as zinc (Zn), Ca and Fe
(Kumar et al. 2010). For example, Ryan et al. (2008)
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found that Zn bioavailability in whole-wheat grain
was low, and became extremely low when P fertiliser
was used. This was attributed to a combination of
both higher phytic acid content and lower Zn
concentrations. On the contrary, dietary phytate may
also play an important role for improving digestive
health in human diets (Watt et al. 2001; Kumar et al.
2010).
Effort to select low phytic acid grain crops has to
date largely been directed at modification of animal
feeds where there is clear advantage for improving
access to dietary P and potential for reducing the P
content in animal waste streams (Raboy 2009;
Rasmussen et al. 2010). Mutations in numerous genes
involved in the metabolism of phytic acid have been
identified and characterised among plant species,
including barley (H. vulgare), maize (Z. mays), rice
(O. sativa), potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) and
soybean (G. max) (Rasmussen et al. 2010). However,
the seed P concentration of the current low phytic
acid mutants is generally little changed from their
high phytate parents due to seed phytate being
replaced by inorganic P (Raboy 2009). For instance,
a low phytic acid wheat mutant had 43% less phytic
acid in the bran, but the bran total P concentration
was reduced by only 12% and total P in other milling
fractions actually increased (Guttieri et al. 2004).
Nonetheless, the development of low phytic acid
mutants indicates that seed P characteristics can be
manipulated and Raboy (2009) speculates that an
alternative way to address the development of low P
grains could be to aim for plants with low total seed P,
but with no change in the proportion of seed P that
consists of phytate.
To ensure that selection of plants for low total seed
P also reduces crop P fertiliser requirements, it will be
important to ensure that efficient mobilisation of P to
seeds and high-P harvest indices are maintained
(Fig. 9; Rose et al. 2010). At this stage, it is unclear
whether P retained in crop stubble and roots would be
cycled effectively to ensure that the reduced export of
P would translate into a reduced fertiliser requirement.
When farmgate P-balance efficiency is calculated for
Australian farming systems on soils with high Psorption capacity, poor efficiency is almost invariably
associated with agricultural industries that export
relatively low amounts of P in products (e.g. grazing
enterprises: McLaughlin et al. 1992; Weaver and
Wong 2011). The reasons for this are not well
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understood, but the accumulations of sparinglyavailable organic and inorganic P in these soils may,
in part, reflect high rates of return of P in plant
material and animal waste to the soil (Simpson et al.,
2011).

Conclusions and future prospects
Plant breeding issues
Screening large numbers of genotypes that are
adapted to low P fertility (e.g. common bean, Singh
et al. 1989) or able to respond to fertiliser application
(e.g. white clover; Trifolium repens L.; Caradus and
Dunn 2000) has in a some cases proven to be
relatively unproductive, or to result in slow genetic
progress when field conditions are not optimal (e.g.
Górny and Sodkiewicz 2001). In the case of white
clover, P-efficiency (measured as response to applied
P) was shown to be heritable under glasshouse
conditions (Caradus et al. 1992; Caradus 1994) but
differences in response under field conditions were
minimal (Caradus and Dunn 2000). Lynch (2007) has
argued that field screening of genotypes for low
fertility adaptation (P uptake efficiency) per se, is
likely to be unproductive. This is because of
confounding influences of spatial variation in soil
properties (including nutrients, soil acidity, compaction), which can restrict root growth, effects of
environmental interactions including light and soil
moisture that can influence P-stress severity, and
biotic stresses that affect root growth and function
such as nematodes and root rots. It is suggested that a
better strategy to achieve rapid genetic progress is to
identify genotypes that have root traits useful for
efficient P acquisition and to then incorporate these
traits into elite lines by introgression using, where
possible, marker assisted selection.
To date, selection for root architectural traits has
been used to develop P-efficient genotypes of bean
and soybean that are being deployed in Africa, Asia,
and South America (Lynch 2007). The identification
of specific root traits enhancing P acquisition has
greatly facilitated genotype screening and crossing.
Many of these traits can be evaluated directly in early
seedling screens or by direct phenotypic assessment
in the field. Comparable traits have been identified in
maize (Zhu et al. 2005a) and feature as the most likely
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factor associated with improved P uptake by wheat
(Manske et al. 2000; Liao et al. 2008) demonstrating
their importance in a range of annual crops. It appears
potentially feasible to develop new cultivars that
combine P-efficient root traits (e.g. root length density
in wheat, Manske et al. 2000) with internal Pefficiency (wheat with low internal P requirements,
Ozturk et al. 2005) and reduced P-export from farms
(Rose et al. 2010). However, the effort required to
combine multiple P-efficiency traits into elite cultivars
that are agronomically and commercially acceptable
should not be underestimated.
By contrast, there are few examples where Puptake by soil-grown plants is improved as a result of
incorporating organic anion or phosphatase secretion
from roots. The case for these traits, based on the
attributes of natural plants that utilise specialist Pefficiency mechanisms, is compelling and is backed
by demonstrations that P can be mobilised from
sparingly-available pools in soils when treated with
organic anions, phosphatases (Figs. 7 and 8) or
microbial inoculants. However, instances of genetic
modification of plants to enhance organic anion or
phosphatase secretion from roots, whilst successful
under in some controlled laboratory studies, have
proven to be difficult to repeat or have shown variable
success when evaluated in soil. The need for a better
understanding of trait interactions and the ecophysiology of the rhizosphere is emerging as an important
factor in development of improved plants via these Pefficiency routes (George and Richardson 2008).
Trait interactions and tradeoffs
Similar knowledge gaps to those already mentioned
obstruct wider adoption of P-efficiency root traits as
selection criteria in plant breeding programs. Information is needed about how traits interact to form
integrated phenotypes, metabolic and ecological
tradeoffs associated with trait expression and how
specific root traits influence interplant competition
(George and Richardson 2008). Consequently, it is
proving just as important to research potential trait
interactions and tradeoffs to pave the way for
successful plant breeding and genetic manipulation.
Currently we have a limited understanding of the
interaction of traits related to P acquisition, despite
the importance of trait interactions for whole plant
performance. The large number of possible trait
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interactions and therefore integrated phenotypes (e.g.
five traits each existing in two states would result in
25, or 32 integrated phenotypes) makes simulation
modelling an attractive tool. Plants colonised by AM
fungi are known to display altered root morphology
and architecture (e.g. lower root hair frequency and
length, less branching; Kothari et al. 1990; Hetrick
1991) although the impact of this on progress in
selecting for improved root systems is unknown. Root
architectural traits, themselves, may interact to alter
the extent of inter-root competition, which is an
important component of overall root foraging efficiency (Ge et al. 2000; Rubio et al. 2003; Rubio et al.
2001; Walk et al. 2006).
Root strategies for P acquisition may be synergistic
or antagonistic. An example of trait synergy in P
acquisition is the interaction of four distinct root hair
traits, whose combined effect on P acquisition was
predicted by modelling to be 371% greater than their
additive effects (Ma et al. 2001b). Traits such as root
hairs and root exudates may also have synergism with
root architectural traits, which locate root axes in soil
domains with varying P availability. For example,
longer root hairs would be expected to provide greater
benefit to the plant if they were positioned in P-rich
topsoil as opposed to P-poor subsoil. Phosphatases
that mobilise P from soil organic matter would be
more useful if exuded by shallow roots than by deep
roots, since in most soils organic matter content
decreases with depth.
Trait interactions and their ecophysiological context is an important consideration when breeding for
P-efficiency. For example, comparisons of long
(0.31 mm) and short root hair (0.20 mm) selections
of white clover (T. repens cv. Tamar) showed no Puptake benefit from the longer root hairs unless the
plants were grown in the absence of AM fungi
(Caradus 1981). This is despite clear improvement
in P acquisition as a consequence of longer root hairs
on roots of monocots and dicots (Gahoonia and
Nielsen 1997; 2004; Wang et al. 2004; Yan et al.
2004; Zhu et al. 2010b). Schweiger et al. (1995)
observed that P-uptake benefits of AM fungi were
greatest for plants with short root hairs. Their results
suggest that root hairs would need to have been at
least 2-fold (or more) longer than the length achieved
by divergent selection in white clover to realise a Puptake advantage over that already conferred by the
symbiotic AM relationship. It may also be significant
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that the positive correlations between root hair length
and P acquisition mentioned above, including where
roots were colonised by mycorrhiza (Baon et al. 1994;
Miguel 2004), were observed for plants with relatively
long root hairs (range 0.5–1.7 mm). The implications
for white clover improvement may be that if variation
in root hair length is limited and plants cannot be
selected with root hairs longer than around 0.5 mm,
selection for alternative root traits such as long, fine
roots may be a more successful way to improve P-use
efficiency (e.g. Crush et al. 2008).
The utility of a particular trait for plants in low P
environments must also take into account potential
tradeoffs of the trait with other plant processes. The
most obvious tradeoff for many traits is the opportunity costs of diverting carbon and other resources
from specific functions. The value of ‘low cost’ root
foraging options has already been discussed. Organic
anion (e.g. Dinkelaker et al. 1989; Lambers et al.
2006) and AM fungal strategies (e.g. Graham and
Miller 2005) are potentially energy intensive ways to
acquire P. Attempts to increase organic anion secretion
in crop species that are colonized by AM fungi may
establish interesting dilemmas for carbon allocation.
In natural ecosystems, these two P-efficiency strategies are hypothesised to have been deployed according to degree of soil P deficiency under which plants
have evolved, with organic anion secretion by cluster
roots (P-mining) being used by plants in severely Pimpoverished landscapes and AM fungal colonisation
of roots (P-scavenging) more frequent in plants from
moderately low P environments (Lambers et al. 2008,
2010). For many species, the tendency is to either
deploy cluster roots and organic anion secretion or to
be colonised by AM fungi, but a limited number of
species (e.g. Casuarina spp. and possibly other
actinorhizal species) deploy both P-efficiency traits
(Lambers et al. 2006). Therefore, attempts to incorporate a capacity for increased organic anion secretion
into crop species has natural precedence. How the
traits interact in a single plant is unknown, but both
organic anion secretion and AM fungal colonisation
are reduced by plants when soil P availability is
improved (Reddell et al. 1997) suggesting that it may
be costly to unnecessarily deploy such traits.
Agroecosystems are managed environments and
the P-efficiency traits most suited to one form of
agricultural management may not be the best fit for an
alternative management system. For example, George
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et al. (2011) found that the appropriate mix of genetic
components that contribute to variation in P nutrition
of barley differed under alternative cultural conditions
(i.e. conventional vs minimum tillage). They concluded that in some cases the large interaction between
genetic and environmental (GxE) variables may limit
the usefulness of specific P-use efficiency traits to the
conditions under which screening for P-efficiency had
been performed; thus highlighting the importance of
GxExM (management) interactions. Because of the
heterogeneity of soils, tradeoffs can also result if
exploitation of one soil domain reduces exploitation
of another with its attendant resources. For example,
an important tradeoff or opportunity cost to topsoil
foraging is increased sensitivity to drought stress,
since water is located deep in the soil profile in many
environments. A comparison of deep rooted and
shallow rooted bean genotypes showed that while
shallower genotypes had superior growth under P
stress, deep rooted genotypes had superior growth
under water stress (Ho et al. 2005). A potential
breeding solution to this problem is the development
of architectural multilines composed of closely related
genotypes having identical shoot traits but contrasting
root architectures (Henry et al. 2010b). The validity of
such an approach, however, remains to be adequately
verified under field conditions. Some native plant
species adapted to low P and drought prone environments have resolved this issue by developing dimorphic root systems (Jeschke and Pate 1995; Shane et
al. 2005).
System impacts
An obvious concern with the introduction of P-mining
practices or more P-efficient crop genotypes is the
possibility of soil mining and gradual depletion of soil
fertility, especially in low input systems (e.g. Lynch
2007; Sánchez 2010; McIvor et al. 2011). This is
probably less of a problem where novel genotypes are
being introduced as part of a wider scheme to reduce
P-removals and to protect the sustainability of the
production system. However, it is suggested that other
agro-ecological and socio-economic system level
benefits of P-efficiency can mitigate some of the risk
of P depletion. For example, P extraction by genotypes with better root traits may be balanced by
reduced soil erosion created by increased shoot
biomass (Henry et al. 2010a). Simpson et al. (2011)
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discuss in more detail how agroecosystem level issues
can also have a large impact on the success of
attempts to utilise P-efficient plants and highlight the
need to understand the ecology of nutrient acquisition
in crops, plant communities and the rhizosphere for
successful outcomes.
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